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The Tournament of Champions is a mixed weapons tournament, testing the skill of each combatant by 

changing the conditions of each encounter.  Competitors will pressure test their knowledge, adaptability, 

and overall fighting skills by bringing a different weapons set into the ring, chosen at random to face an 

opponent under the same conditions.  

1. Event Structure 

 Three Pools and a Final; 

o Maximum Participants = 30 

o First = 7 Round “Round Robin” 

o Second = 7 Round “Round Robin” 

o Third = 7 Round “Round Robin” 

o Final = Top 8 Fighters Double Eliminations 

 Competing for Top 4 Places 

 

 Hierarchy Structure: 

o Pools, division of Rounds 

 Round, a group of Matches  

 Match, an actual individual bout 
 

 First, Second & Third Pools: 2 min per match 

 

 Final Rounds: 4 min per match 

 

 HAMAA Council will serve as the Judges for the Mixed Weapons Tournament. 

Volunteer Attendees and Members of the Gathering Hosting Club will consist of the 

Council Tournament’s Judges, score keepers, etc.   

 

***IMPORTANT NOTES: Excessive and deliberately dangerous force from ALL participants 

will result in instant removal from the Tournament and may include up to possible revocation of 

their HAMAA Membership, after thorough deliberation from the HAMAA Council. 

Participation in the Tournament of Champions requires completion of a Risk and Liability 

Waiver and confirmation that this ruleset has been read and understood. 
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Practice control, play nice, and have fun! 
 

2. Weapon Sets: 

At the beginning of a Pool, a die is rolled for each particiant and whatever that particpant 

gets is what they will have to fight with for entire duration of THAT Pool. Upon starting 

a new Pool, die is rolled again.  

 

 Weapon Sets available at the roll of a die: 

o Eastern Africa: Shotel and Buckler = Roll #1 

o Northern Africa: Shamshir and Kalkan = Roll #2 

o Central Africa: Mambele and Square Shield = Roll #3 

o Western Africa: Takouba and Spear = Roll #4 

o Diaspora: Machete and Baton = Roll #5 

o Southern Africa: Nguni Sticks = Roll #6 

 

 
3. Rules of Engagement:  

 Competitors will enter the ring and listen to the introduction provided by the head 

referee of the match 

 

 Before beginning the contest, the competitors will be asked to salute each other 

 

 At the end of the contest, each competitor is asked to salute their opponent 

 

 Resets *do not* pertain to the Match Countdown, just status of the Match itself, 

clock pauses when a fighter lands a clean hit and it’s called, referees call, deliberate, 

etc. 

 

 Both fight until one lands the first clean hit and points are awarded accordingly; the 

Fighter with the higher Point score is bout winner.  

 

 Last 4 fighters in Final Round compete to see who places 1st, 2nd, 3rd and 4th. 

 

 A clean strike/thrust dictates a Clean Hit. A Clean Hit results in Points worth the 

value of a Particular target area landed on Opponent’s body.  

 

4. Points and Scoring 

 First Round: Point value per Body Part struck: Head = 2 Points; Body = 1 Point; 

Hands = ½ Point; Legs = 2 Points; Disarms = 4 Points 

 

 Second Round: Point value per Body Part struck: Head = 3 Points; Body = 2 Points; 

Hands = 1 Point; Legs = 1 Points; Disarms = 4 Points 
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 Third Round: Point value per Body Part struck: Head = 2 Points; Body = 2 Points; 

Hands = ½ Point; Legs = 3 Points; Disarms = 4 Points 

 

 Final Round: Point value per Body Part struck: Head = 1 Points; Body = 1 Point; 

Hands = ½ Point; Legs = 1 Point; Disarms = 5 Points 

 

 When Judges call Hit, both fighters must Pause until Judges reach verdict, Reset and 

Commence upon Judges’ command.  

 

 While Judges determine verdict, match countdown is on pause and resumes once 

Judges’ Commence. 

 

5. Doubles: 

 Will award No Points to either fighter and the Match will reset.  

 3 consecutive Doubles will result in fighters getting -1 point and -1 point for every 

double thereafter. 

 

6. Afterblows:  

 After Blows will result in a -1 Point to *both* fighters, Target values will be taken 

into account and calculated accordingly. 

 

7. Techniques and Fouls: 

 Smashing/Pummeling techniques with pommels, shields, etc. are allowed. Refrain 

from full force contact smashing strikes, stop short, pause and make sure you present 

the opponent the hypothetical of them getting hit.  

 Restrained empty hand strikes (elbows, punches, kicks, etc.) are allowed at both 

fighters’ discretion. A combination of *Four* clean uninhibited and Afterblow free 

empty hand strikes will be a clean hit.  

 Smashing/Pummeling techniques with weapons are considered DISTINCT from and 

NOT the same as empty-handed strikes.  

 If clinching, a clean throw will count as a hit. Clinches longer than 10 secs and messy 

throws will be reset with no points awarded.  

 After a stalemate with no clean exchanges of 30 secs, the Judges will call time and 

reset. 

 

8. Disarms: 

 Clean Disarms will award you the alloted Point Values prescribed above.  

 Same rules of restraint apply with Smashing/Pummeling Techniques; Should Disarm 

turn into a Pummel/Percussion Stroke, practice restraint again ideally stopping short 

to present the hypothetical. 

 Same rules regarding Clinching apply; MUST be a CLEAN Disarm to count. Disarms 

that turn into Clinches/Throws that become messy or longer than 10 secs, will be 

reset with no points awarded. 
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